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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you ESA for inviting me to share some thoughts about The Next Million. Building on my last 2 talks about large scale communities and creating a satellite microtasking app, Today I will focus on what are the skills needed for the The Next Million Creators. How can we get more people involved in the world? 



Humanitarians 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few months ago, a friend, Nathaniel Raymond of Harvard Humanitarian Initiative gave an impassioned talk that we are all humanitarians. This resonates. What is a humanitarian? Are we all ‘humanitarians’? 



Humanitarian 
 

pertaining to the saving of human lives or to the alleviation of suffering: a 
humanitarian crisis. noun. 4. a person actively engaged in promoting human 

welfare and social reforms, as a philanthropist. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often when I see the Humans of New York updates, I think about how powerful it is that this man has taken it to share stories about life and people. He has traveled the world and inspired others to be actively engaged in their world and with people around him. How can we all do this without suffering from compassion fatigue. https://www.facebook.com/humansofnewyork



WEF Digital Intelligence 
Framework 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many frameworks to think about how technical skills fit into social change. As part of the thought leadership around The Fourth Industrial Revolution (https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-respond/) the WEF network created the digital intelligence quotient and framework. Each of these elements consider how people use digital spaces. WEF on Digital Intelligence skills  https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/06/8-digital-skills-we-must-teach-our-children/  http://www.dqproject.org/Video about the Fouth Industrial revolution https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=98&v=khjY5LWF3tgCritique on this model via Doug Belshawhttp://literaci.es/view-source



Mozilla’s Web Literacy Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mozilla’s framework on Digital Literacy focuses on the base technical and digital skills that we need to be webmakers and to have a free and open web. As you can see there are some common elements but each model has a unique spin. If we are web literate does this mean taht we will be able to take advantage of the latest technical skills? Mozilla’s focus is on inclusive and participatory creation. https://learning.mozilla.org/en-US/web-literacy They have courses and programmes to support this mission https://learning.mozilla.org/en-US/activitiesLearn about some of the theory about digital literacy - http://dougbelshaw.com/blog/2014/06/27/announcing-the-launch-of-the-essential-elements-of-digital-literacies/



Presenter
Presentation Notes
My goal with these is to demonstrate the type of skills that Digital Humanitarians or Digital Responders use. There are many organizations, partnerships, networks and individuals. Many of these skills you see in programmes and projects.  How does anyone even start to learn. Where is the ‘introduction course?   Some of these core skills have manuals and whole communities around. We could keep recruiting and training. But how can we scale this in a sustainable way. Many of the groups are stretched. UN OCHA recently released the a ‘Guidance for building a local  Digital Responders Network’  http://blog.veritythink.com/post/140679788344/you-can-do-it-too-guidance-for-developing-a-local



Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we build lightweight learning interventions to help people contribute? Often people cite step ladders as a means to engagement. To be honest, I think the ladder does not help with the chaos and flow of information and skills. But we need to start somewhere. How can encourage some skills but also remix them with local language, culture and knowledge.  This brings up the key point that Mark Graham has been researching. Digital Skills could be volunteered but we must seriously consider how to better have social entrepreneurship. The risk of being a ‘parachute’ programme or education plan is a fine line. http://cii.oii.ox.ac.uk/2016/05/11/organising-in-the-digital-wild-west-can-strategic-bottlenecks-help-prevent-a-race-to-the-bottom-for-online-workers/



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Microtasking is a small way to get people involved. How can we vary the ways and time commitment by the topics? A few years ago I wrote this quick guide which I often share with Community Managers. We need to build by the types of skills people are interested and timebase it. Example: Hey you have 30 minutes and want to help inform your city planners on park life, here are some small tasks you can digital contribute. The organizations that need a hand could task up. There the key components to grow these crowdsourcing communities, but there are some gaps to be considered.  https://infogr.am/build-your-community



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason I am talking about skills and frameworks is that I am hoping you will join me and others on a journey. How can we apply ourselves to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals? The 17 global goals are big mandates in each of the areas. Around the world, organizations and individuals are aligning and planning implementation to meet these goals by 2030. Each of these will take all the brightest minds, especially you. I will share some examples and some ways that I think we can keep building forward. 



South Sudan: In just two weeks, more than 25,000 volunteers worked on this campaign and identified more than 
46,000 features across 14,000 square kilometers, helping FEWS NET obtain the information they needed to 
evaluate the reality on the ground.  (FEWS Net and Digital Globe’s Tomnod community).  

Famine Early Warning 
System Network 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t often think about satellite imagery as a core data provider for food security issues. Last week I talkeda bout Microtasking from OSM and HOT. Today I want to share about the amazing work by the Tomnod Digital Globe Community. DG provides the sat imagery and the platform working with NGOs. http://www.ictworks.org/2016/08/01/crowdsourcing-food-security-status-from-south-sudan-satellite-imagery/?utm_term=0_0814c7961e-32d7f23e12-48313281&utm_content=buffer0ec66&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the education tools that can be created to provide quality education? Brck.com is building technology to work in remote places. Using the power of mobile technology, one of their products Kio Kit aims to close the barriers for quality education.  Thi sis their PicoBrck kit  - is meant to be a generic platform for IOT devices. http://www.brck.com/2016/05/creatingworldclass/#.V6gAVY5p44Q



Innovative 
Investment 
Models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need new ideas and new ways to make real impact. Unicef setup an innovation fund for startups. http://www.unicefinnovationfund.org/ The purpose of the UNICEF Innovation Fund is to invest in open source technologies for children. The Fund has raised $10.6 million so far and offers innovators in developing countries a pooled funding mechanism to help them take their tested projects to the next stage. The Fund brings together models of financing and methodologies used by venture capital funds and the principles of UNICEF'S award-winning Innovation Unit. 



Solve a 
problem 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Descartes relies on 4 petabytes of satellite imaging data and a machine learning algorithm to figure out how healthy the corn crop is from space.  http://www.theverge.com/2016/8/4/12369494/descartes-artificial-intelligence-crop-predictions-usda?platform=hootsuite  But should we be using this for corn crops? I think the potential for sat imagery and food production is huge. However, what is going on with corn production? Thanks to Pierre-Phillipe Mathieu for mentioning the Omnivore’s Dilemma https://www.amazon.com/Omnivores-Dilemma-Natural-History-Meals/dp/0143038583http://www.descarteslabs.com/



Engage 
Youth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Neeshad V.S. is a leader in the Climate Change movement. His background is environmental engineering. He has dedicated his life to education and policy around climate action including the Arab Youth Climate Movement. How can Earth Observation students and lecturers work in tandem with these young vibrant communities?http://aycm.org/?page_id=27https://about.me/neeshadhttps://www.facebook.com/studentclimates/posts/997325417016387?comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22O%22%7Dhttp://www.climatesign.org/blog/2016/4/11/climate-story-highlight-neeshadhttps://twitter.com/ineeshadvs?lang=en



Space 
For 
Curiousity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tale of two trees.   On the left is a tangerine tree at Minardi Winery. On the left is a tree with concrete. It is my understanding that a number of you are studying forests. Could your research help identify when it is the right time to pick fruit? And while I don’t expect you to fix a tree with concrete (like this one from Tuscolana Villa grounds), I am hopeful that in the next years we will come up with more organic solutions to safeguard trees. 



What can research offer? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the past almost 2 years I have been inspired by brilliant researchers. Each offers a unique set of skills and perspective. In order to tackle the SDGs we need all the skills, especially researchers. But I think the nature of research might need a slight shift. How can the research community translate their work and apply it more? How can others work with researchers to implement really change?



Small Asks 
 
  
 

Read about the Global Goals, targets and 
Indicators. 
 
Engage in conversations about the SDGs. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember when I mentioned small to large asks. I think implementation is going to take much work from each of us to consider and affect change. Now everyone has a varying degree of responsibilities. Some of us may even have some spare cycles. What are some small things that we can incorporate into our lives? The globalgoals.org website even encourages us to adopt one goal and focus on this. 



Big Tasks  

Talk with your students, colleagues and families about 
the goals and how your research applies.  
 
Conduct research to test and apply some of the goals 
with an NGO or civil society group. 
 
Create or mentor a small or large entrepreneurship.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 As researchers and thinking beings we might have some of those spare cycles. Here are some big asks that might help you think about your contribution. 



What can YOU offer? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 It is my opinion that we have so much. In collaboration with others around the world, what can we do to help achieve the SDGs? I’ve been working on goal #17 and goal #4 - partnerships and education. To me each of your skills is needed. It is your journey to consider. Ideas welcome. 



 Thank you 
 
  

Heather AT textontechs DOT com @heatherleson    
Let’s Co-Create! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you(photo: Lake Alban, Italy)Keep in touch. Thanks again to the ESA Earth Observation team and participants. 
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